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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Psychologists have assigned nurrerous definitions to psycho-
therapy and counseling. '!he v-1ebster's New World Dictionary (1959) 
defines counseling as mutual exchange of ideas and opinions in the 
fonn of a discussion with the possibility of adviCE :resulting from 
such an exchange. Psychotherapy is defined as a "t:reatrrent of nervous 
and nental disorrers by hypnosis, psychoanalysis, etc." Although 
the dictionary differentiates counseling from psychotherapy, the 
tenus are often used interchangeably (Be:rensen & carkhuff, 1967; 
Carkhuff & Berensen, 1977; carkhuff & Berensen, 1967; Shaffer & Schoben, 
1967; Shoben, 1953). 
Shoben (1953) defines psychotherapy as: 
a wann, pennissi ve, safe, understanding, but 
limited social relationship \,lithin which thera-
pist and patient discuss the affective l::ehavior 
of the latter, including ways of dealing with 
his enotionally toned needs and the situations 
that give rise to them (p. U7). 
Ohlsen (1977) states, 
counseling is an accepting, trusting, and safe 
:relationship in which clients learn to discuss 
openly what worries and upsets them, to define 
precise behavior goals, to acquire the essen-
tial social skills, and to develop the rourage 
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and self-confidence to implerrent desired new 
rehaviors (p. 1). 
Cotmseling and psychob.i.erapy have one rca jor goal in ccmron: they 
are both helping processes. 
Delaney and Eisenl:erg (1972) consider the helping process to 
be one in which a person is assisted to behave in a rrore rewarding 
rrenner. They state that the cotmselor should detennine which be-
haviors are nore rewarding with the aid of the cotmselor. 
Ohlsen (1977) adds that the building of a cotmseling relation-
ship can re helped or interfered with according to yarious levels of 
the client I s recognized need for help and tmderstanding of the helping 
process, as well as the cotmselor I s reputation as a helper and initial 
response to the client. It would be advantageous for the client to 
perceive the cotmselor as having personal qualities which will enable 
deve10prrent of acceptance and trust in the relationship. Further, 
the client must be convinced that the cotmselor can listen, keep 
confidence, remain calm and non-judgerrental about serious problerrs, 
and help explore solutions to problems (Ohlsen, 1977). 
Benjamin (1969) believes helping is an enabling act. The 
helper enables the one being helped to recognize, to feel, to knCM, 
to decide, and to choose whether to change. The act of enabling 
demands that the helper gives tine, attending and tmderstanding, skill, 
knowledge and interest. If this giving is perceived by the client, 
the enabling act will involve the client receiving help in a rreaning-
ful and lasting way (Benjamin, 1969). 
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Therapists \mo help, rather than harm their clients are seen 
as flexible, errpathic,having warmth, wit and wisdan, and being 
genuinely concerned for the welfare of their clients (Lazarus, 1973). 
In order to convey OJncern for the client's \'Jelfare, the OJunselor: 
must select clients who are ready for counseling, 
exhibit confidence in each client's ability to learn, 
listen, detect, and reflect accurately what the client 
is experiencing, sense when the client is threatened, 
and enable him to discuss simultaneously his source 
of threat and his need for support, empathize ~vith 
each client as he suffers and struggles with problem 
identification, goal formulation, and developrrent of 
courage to act, and help eacll client formulate precise 
behavior goals (Ohlsen, 1977, p. 10). 
\'lithin the last two decades many psychologists have been 
researching counselor qualities and behaviors necessary to prorrote 
successful therapeutic outcorre for clients. Huch of t.l-;.e research 
resulted in response to EysencJc's (1952) classical study in which 
he found there to be no average differences in the outccrre indices 
of adults labeled neurotic who \..ere treated and adults labeled neuro-
tic who vJere not treated. There rray even be justification for leaving 
sorre persons alone and relying on the phenorrenon of spontaneous remission 
rather than treating them in the traditional psychoanalytic node of 
practice. Levi tt (1957) supported Eysenck' s findings in his study 
evaluating inproverrent of treat:rrent and control groups of children 
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labeled neurotic. 
It was found that approxiJrately two-thirds of both treatrrent 
and control groups irrproved lJ.F.OI1 termination of treat:rrent; apprDXi-
Irately three-quarters of both trea1:::rrent and control groups irrproved 
at follow-up (Eysenck, 1952; levitt, 1957). H~lever, neither Eysenck 
nor Levitt included a baseline figure for untreated groups. This 
appears to be the weakest point in their research, raising questions 
of the validit-.1 of the projects. 
Bergin (1967) responded to the c..'1allenges of E'.fsenck, Levitt, 
and others 'who had found no significant differences beb.veen .i.nprove-
rrent of persons in trea1:::rrent and control groups. Bergin found t..'1ere 
to 1:e significantly greater variability in criterion scores at the 
conclusion of psychotherapy than in control groups. carbvright and 
Vogel (1960) explained this phenorrenon in their findings ,·;here 
therapists \-.ere divided into inexperienced and e~rienced groups. 
TIle axperienced therapists produced positive change in contrast to a 
\-;orsening of the patients with inexperienced therapists. 
In the classic study \vith schizophrenics at the University of 
~'lisconsin, outcorres \-.rere evaluated for matched a'q)erirrental and control 
groups providing further evidence of the effects of psychotherapy 
(Rogers, Gendlin, Kiessler, and Truax, 1967). Data shov;ed t.l-}ere to L-e 
no significant differences L--eb·;een ~:erirrental and control subjects. 
hOtlever, \·,hen the experirrental group was divided according to the 
facilitative functioning level of the therapist, results similar to 
Carb-.'right and Vogel (1960) \-Jere found. The patients of therapists 
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w110 provided high t.l-).erapeutic conditions (high errpathy, positive regard, 
and congruence) irrproved significantly in contrast to those patients who 
worsened with therapists ftmctioning at lav level in the sarre thera-
peutic conditions. 
It seems tha.t fonral counseling and psyd1Othera.py incorporated 
eit..'1er facilita.tion or retardation of client develaprrent vmich seerred to 
cancel eac.' other out in past experinents of therapeutic outcone 
(I:.ysenck, 1952; Levitt, 1957). In addition, Bergin (1967) proposes that 
the control groups in these studies are not control groups but rather 
t..~erapy groups. He supports t..ns rerrark by citing studies (p. 51) in 
whid1 they found at least one-half of persons in control groups had 
lasting contacts vlith a r.l:..-.elical or nonrredical help-giving person. f..n 
additional finding of inportance was the report that when people t:ecarre 
upset they sought help with clergyrren, pi1ysicians, frie..'1ds, or teachers 
witll significantly greater frequency than from rrenta.l health professionals. 
ibsrers (1957) served as the irrpetus in focusing interest on d1arac-
teristics or conditions to te necessary and sufficient to initiate 
constructive personalib./ changes. He te:med these genuine.'1ess, uncondi-
tional pos,itive regard, and e.rrpathy. Genuineness invol\'es personally o,'ll1ed 
and straightfoIVlard e."q?ression of both negative and positive feelings 
by the therapist to the client. unconditional positive regard is the 
extent to "mich the therapist experiences a \·1an:1 acceptance of the 
client's experience as being a part of that client. Errpathy is achieved 
when the therapist e.:~ricnces the client's private ,·;or Id as if i t \~re 
the therapist's ,·;orld but without losing the "as if" qualib./ (lbgers, 1957). 
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As a result of VlDrking wit..~ Pogers at the Uni,,;ersity of 1;'7isconsin, 
Truax, Car}-.huff, and rrany other folla-;ers began to investigate the effects 
of the presence of aJIl1TOI1 facilitative dinensions in the therapist-client 
relationship (Carkhuff & Berensen, 1967; Truax & carkhUff, 1969a, 1969b; 
I3erensen & Hitchell, 1974). Tne counselor offered facilitative dimensions 
which v;ere shown to have predictive validity are: empathy, positive 
regard, genuineness, and concreteness. These have reen referred to as 
responsive dirrensions and are corrplerrented by other variables referred to 
as action or initiative dir:'ensions. These diIrensions include therapist 
self-<lisclosure, confrontation, and inrrediacy (carkhuff, 1969; Truax & 
carkhuff, 1967). Enphasis on researching the effectiveness of a particu-
lar theory at this point c.'1anged to researching the characteristics of 
effective counseling in carmon with the various t.heories. 
The responsive and initiative dir,eI1sions are considered to l::e 
necessar.l for effectiveness \vithin any theory of counseling. Therapists 
who function at relatively 11igh levels in the responsive dimensions 
(higll facilitators) had clients wilO derronstrated cmstructive change; 
10.'/ functioning therapists (ION facilitators) had clients who either did 
not change or changed in a deteriorating m:mner (Pagers, et. al., 1967; 
T~{ & Carkhuff, 1967). 
Clients of high facilitators moved ta-lard hlgher levels of process 
involverrent and self-exploration; clients of 10,'1 facilitators rroved 
tovlard lo\'~r levels (CarJ:huff, 1969; Truax & CarY.huff, 1967). Schauble 
and Pierce (1974) found that t.."le n1PI scores of clierl'ts \vho i1ad high 
facili tating therapists changed to scores ,·,hich indicated a rrore 
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healthily functioning person; smres of clients who had lCM-functioning 
tio.erapists rloved in the opposite direction. In general, the functioning 
levels of clients were found to nove in the direction of the level 
of functioning of their therapists (carkhuff, 1972; Schauble & Pierce, 
1974) . 
llid::.elson and Stevic (1971) found, in a verbal reinforcerrent 
procedure, that clients \vith high-level functioning counselors exhibited 
a greater arrount of client infonnation-seeking lJehavior than those clients 
with 10." functioning counselors. In addition, they fOlmd that while 
initial verbal reinforcerrent programs were effective for counselors of 
all levels of functioning, the 10.., facilitating counselors turned off 
their clients I infonration-seeking behavior as the sessions progressed. 
Vitalo (1970) found that the effective use of conditioning 
ted:miqu=s in counseling def€I1ds on the level of munselor facilitation 
skills. !brris and Zuckennan (1974) found that therapists I warmth \..;as 
necessarJ for the successful application of systenatic desensitization. 
TIlese studies are supported by Hurphy and Rov.e (1977) who add that rrany 
munseling approaches w..ich rely on client suggestibility, SUdl as 
behavior, rational-€ITOtive, or sene techniques in Gestalt, muld be 
r.ade !lOre effective \,rith facilitative counselors. 
The increased functioning level of clients who have had high 
facilitating therapists seems to generalize throughout intellectual and 
physical areas of their lives (carkhuff, 1972). In a further study of 
intellectual achieve.rrent, Aspy (1969) fotmd that students T:lit.~ the higr.est 
level functioning teachers gained app:roxirrately b...o-and-one-half years 
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of aC:lieverrent; those students with the lov,1est level functioning 
teachers gained only six rronths in the sane period of tine. 'Therefore, 
the responsive d.irrensions are asr:ects of not only relating in the client-
counselor encounter, cut nore inportantly, they are asr:ects of many 
different interp=rsonal encounters in which all people participate. 
lis a result of the ir.portance of resp:msive cli.rrensions in therapy, 
org.3.l."1ization rro<:els for training and practice in facilitative counseling 
have recently been developed (carkhuff, 1972; Ivey, 1972; Egan, 1975; 
Kagun, 1973). T~1e success rate of counselors who have been through 
training prograr:1S has increased remarkably (Carkhuff, 1972). 'Ihere-
fore, counselors from any theoretical orientation can l:.e trained to 
increase tileir facilitative effectiveness, whia.'1 in tUD1 prorrotes a 
hi<]her success rate of posi ti ve outcorres for clients. This !1igher 
functioning level of clients generalizes into ewryday experiences 
pror:uting rrore effective living. 
P£search on the ini tiati ve d.irrcnsions is less extensive t.'1an for 
the responsive c:lirrensions. Hcx\'ever, a fmv researd1ers have ll1vestigated 
the effects of counselor's self-disclosure, confrontation, and ir.nediaC'-.l. 
Lgan (1975) states that self-disclosure is a fonn of human interaction 
v,niC:l encorrpasscs: Imltual self-disclosure in human relations training 
prograrrs, self-disclosure in everjday life, and both client and helper 
self-disclosure in counseling and psychotherapy (p. 151). 
In counseling, self-disclosure increases counselors' attract-
i veness to clients, en.'"iances their trusb:,JOrthiness, and adds credence 
to staterrents of accurate enpathy. Self-disclosure, t.~erefore, increases 
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counselors I effectiveness for prorroting self--exploration of clients 
(Egan, 1975). 
Btmdza and Sirronson (1974) fotmd that self-disclosure, emitted by 
wann, nurturant therapists, resulted in an increase of clients I self-
disclosure. 'Ihis study, ho\,'ever, did not accotmt for indifferent or 
cold tilerapists self-disclosing to clients. 
Sinon son (1976) researched the effects of roth WalT.1 and cold 
therapists on their level of self-disclosure. He fotmd that clients of 
,vanTI, self-disclosing therapists disclosed significantly nore than clients 
of cold, self-ilisclosing tilerapists. In addi lion, thera..ryists I self-
disclosure can l::econe counter-productive if it is too intiJT1.ate or emitted 
excessively. 
Giannanclrea and r''!u.rphy (1973) also fotmd similar results» Tb.crapists 
who intenrediately self-disclosed had clients tNho ,~~re rrore IjJ~ely to 
return, following initial intervievls, ti1an ti10se clients who had excess-
ively or deficiently self-~disclosing t~erapists. 
Research on confrontation is rrore limited than for self-disclosure. 
Carkhuff (1977) J::!lieves therapists should confront to help valicJ.ate t±.eir 
client I s experience. He adds that clients cannot act constructively unless 
they are aware of t.heir present Gestructi ve actions. 
carYi1uff (1969) states Blat confrontation is the basis for estaL-
lishing L'1e helper as a potent reinforcer. There are, ho.v-ever, certain 
qualifications necessary for those who confront: a) therapists \,-ho derron-
strate deep le~ls of tmderstanding for clients, b) therapists who 
derronstrate deep and appropriate levels of regard for clients, 
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c) therupists v.n.10 have a high level of energy, and d) therapists vlho act 
in ways in \'lhich they use their full potential while requesting the sarre 
of their clients (CarJrJmff, 1977). Therefore, only high facilitators 
are qualified to mnfront their clients on l:ehaviors irrelevant to the 
inrrediate process. Egan (1975) l:elieves that therapists should mnfront 
clients to help them face the value conflicts \vhich are causing tunroil 
in their clients' j?resent lives, in contrast to oonfrontation l:eing a 
process vvhere clients adopt values their therapists espouse. 
The last initiative dirrension, ir:nediacy, inoorporates all of t..'1e 
other dirrensions. The IIDst effective therapists express all other facili-
tative d.irrensions within the iImediate encounter; integrating all dirrensions 
with facilitative i.rrnediacy (carkhuff, 1969). II~'~ver, the majority of 
counselors fail to act upon what they see happening in the irmecliate 
process (Egan, 1975). 
IEsearch investigating facili tati ve iJruTediacy without including 
oL1er dir:Ensions is very limited. The reason teing t~at .im'rediacy 
invol yeS integration of other dir:ensions. Egan (1975) believes irrr.ediacy 
is a higher-level response than either self-clisclosure or confrontation 
Lecause it combines both of them. Therefore, in1rrediacy is al\'lays used 
oonC'..u-rently ,Jith ot'1er responsive and initiative cli.r.ensions; i.rm:ediacy 
eru1ances ti1e eA~ression of all other dir.ensions necessary for successful 
oounseling. 
Counseling and psychotherapy are defined as helping processes. 
J.lany theorists and therapists have attenpted to research dirrensions 
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necessary for successful helping processes. A researdl review has shat1I1 
that enough data is presently oonpiled to establish the validity of tIle 
responsive dirrensions and provide support for the ini tiati ve dirteI1sions 
as necessary corrponents for successful therapy. 
Definition of Tenrs 
Pesponsive Dimensions 
These are d.irrensions which free the individual to attain higher 
and rrore personally re'"varding levels of intra..oersonal and interpersonal 
functioning (Berensen and carkhuff, 1967; carkhuff, 1977). 
Ini tiati v'e Di.rrensions 
These are dirrensions ",..hich are initiated by therapists and 
serve as vehicles to help clients nove from a passive reactive stance 
wvard an existence rooted in action and direction (carJrJlUff, 1967, 1977). 
Enpat.~y 
To rreet a mini.rm.lr.l facili tati ve level, therapists are expected to 
respond to their clients ,vit..'1 an understanding of \'lhat the clients have 
said. The cornnunication should contain at least as much material as 
their clients bave ccmnunicated to them (carkhuff, 1969). At higher 
levels therapists would not oll.ly reflect their client's expressions, 
but also tap deeper feelings of ,".tlich their clients are not necessarily 
aware. 'l'his enables therapists to extend the content of the client's 
expressions to all of their relationsf>.ips, enabling clients to e..'q)lore 
thernsel ves at deeper levels in the areas vlhich are relevant to their 
problems (carkhuff, p. 127). 
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Respect (Posi ti're Regard) 
At minimal le~ls of tillS cli.rrensions therapists are aware that each 
client can act i..'1 an inder::endent, constructive rranner. Higher level 
functioning therapists ccrnm.micate a ~ry deep respect for the value 
of each client in a sucdnct ID:U1ner. In addition, they are cnrrmitted to 
the realization of ti1eir clients' hmnan potentials (Carkhuff, 1969, p. 181). 
Concreteness 
At minllnally facilitative levels therapists enable clients to 
discuss personally relevant material in specific and concrete tennin-
ology. The rraterials discussed must l::e what is rrost urgent and 
necessary for clients, not a function of the therapists' interests. At 
higher le~ls, therapists facilitate full, fluent, direct, and canplete 
client discussion of specific feelings and experiences for the purpose 
of reducing emotional distance (Carkhuff, 1969, p. 183). 
Genuineness 
r.tinirrally facilitati ~ functioning level cnunselors provide no 
cues of discrepancy reb~'eeIl \vIlat they are saying and vlhat they appear to 
be experiencing. Higher level counselors exhibit varying degrees of 
posi ti ve cues indicating that a genuine response is l::eing ccmm.micated in 
a non-destructive rrarmer. The higher level counselors ray respond in a 
manner which in turn results in hurtful counter-responses by their clients, 
but t..'1ese are errployed constructively to open further areas of inquiry 
(C<:rrkhuff, p. 186). 
The content of rressage, voice tone, and visual cues are all 
critical for facilitative genuineness or congruence. It is inportant 
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that the therapists' responses are made for the constructive gro.vth 
of their clients; under no circumstances should responses be prcrluced 
jn a destructive manner as a result of therapists' defensiveness or 
other self-centered reasons (Carkhuff, p. 186). 
Self- disclosure 
Minirral level therapists commmicate an openness to volunteering 
a mininal degree of personal infonration alx)Ut themselves. This personal 
infornatio.'1, hm..ever, is not rreant to stanp the therapist as a unique 
person. At higher levels, therapists volunteer very intimate and 
detailed infonration aJ:x)Ut their personal ideas, attitudes, and experi-
ences in keeping \Vith their clients' interests and needs (Carkhuff, pp. 
188-189) • 
Confrontation 
Facilitative confrontation occurs when therapists communicate 
their a\lareneSS of discrepancies in their clients' l:ehaviors (Carkhuff, 
p. 189). Confrontations fall into three main categories: a) oonfrontation 
of discrepancies behJeen clients' expressions of what they wish to 1:e and 
hot-l they actually experience themselves (ideal vs. real self), b) confronta-
tion of discrepancies beb.~ clients' verbal expressions of their 
ClVlareness of thernsel ves and their observable or reported behavior, 
c) confrontation of discrepancies 1:.eb.~ hot., therapists reporteclly 
experience their clients and t..~eir clients' expressions of their a·,n 
experience (Carkhuff, p. 191). 
CaryJ1uff (1977) includes a list of ~Jalifications necessarJ L'1 
order for one to confront. lIe indicates that therapists must l::e func-
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tio..'1ing very high in the facilitative d.:i.Irensions l£fore they can express 
successfully the action dirrension: confrontation. 
Imrediacy 
At highly facilitative levels of imrediacy, therapists refer, 
either clirectly or indirectly, to the i.mrediate relationship between 
the tllerapist and the client; at lo .. ~r levels therapists ignore their 
clients' references to their relationship, 11O\~ver direct or indirect. 
Irrn)aSse 
Impasse is a process of a particular kind of experience for clients 
when t..1-tey give up playing phoney roles. They have alla.·;ed therrsel ves 
less and less a\"rareness of vlhat they perceive of therrselves and the rest 
of the world. Gradually excitation and feelings are blocked from fla'ling 
into r.otoric behavior, resulting in clients ~T)8riencing disc:cr:tfort of 
fO\',€rful errotions vJithheld frcr.l expression. Clients rninimize tllls 
disccrnfort by eliminating or diminishing errotio."1s. Blccked from even 
knowing ,:lilo they are, tl1ey regin to pretend or play phoney roles. 
In therapy, the clients regin to see \mat t..."1ey are doing to 
t..."1emsel\.'es, and begin a process of clarirjing their existence. During 
t.."1is process clients tenninate acting out tlJ.eir lias if" roles; concurrently 
eXf~riGI1cing panic and a feeling of being lost, not }~a:;ing what to do, 
and even questioning their existence, is called tl1e llrf'asse (Baurrgardner 
& Perls, 1975). 
Old Business 
'li'1is is also referred to as unfinished business, ,·!hich is a 
consequence of blocking self-awareness. ~'Jhen clients bloc: their 
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awareness, they do not acquire what they need; tensions becaning aroused 
with unexpressed affect rrotmting. The flCM of behavior is clogged with 
unexpressed action. This unexpressed behavior is referred to as old 
or \..lI1finished business (Enright, 1970). 
Mul tim:::x:la.l Behavior Therapy 
Mul tirnodal behavior therapy is an expression of broad-sp=ctrum 
behavior therapy, including rrore errphasis on interpersonal ar.d oogni ti ve 
asp=cts than behavior therapy. 
Mul tirrodal behavior therapy inquires into each of the rrodali ties 
covered by the Basic ID. The Basic ID is an abbreviation for six rrodali-
ties which are believed to constitute the human personality; behavior, 
affect, sensation, imageIY, oognition, and interP=rsonal processes; and 
one dimension which affects the personality: drugs (Lazarus, 1976). 
Gestal t Therapy 
Gestalt therapy is based on certain values in living that persons 
knCM fran their avn exp=rience or from their observations of others to 
be valuable. These values include: sr::ontanei ty, sensoIY awareness, 
freedan of rroverrent, errotional responsiveness and expressiv-eness, 
enjoyment, ease, flexibility in relating, direct contact and errotional 
closeness with others, intiIracy, canpetanCY, irrrrediacy and presence, 
se1f-supr::ort, and creativity (Fagan, 1970). 
Clients caning for help might be requested to express what they are 
feeling at that rrarent. Fo11c:wing this, ways in which they block their 
feelings and frustrate themselves becorre apparent, and they are assisted 
in exploring and experiencing these b1ockings. 'Ihey are then encouraged 
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to atte..-rpt otr.er ways of expressing themselves and relating to others. 
In surmary, the general approach in therapy requests clients to specify 
desired d1anges ill themselves, assists them ill illcreasillg awareness of 
hall they defeat themselves, and aids them ill experir.entillg and changillg 
(Fagan, 1970). 
Behavior Therapy 
O'leary and vlilson (1975) defille Be.."1avior therapy by stating the 
follo.villg characteristics: a) Behavior therapy is based on a m:x:1el which 
states that people have learned to cope with living given their physical 
and social environrrents. b) Since abnormal behavior is learned and 
maintained the sane as normal !:ehavior, it can be treated directly through 
the application of social learnillg principles. c) Behavior therapy 
enphasizes the prillciples of classical and operant condi tionillg, and ill 
addi tion includes social, developrrental, and cogni ti ve psycholog'j'. 
d) Behavior therapy entails specification of treatment conditions and 
objective evaluation of therapeutic outcorres. e) Behavioral treatrrent 
procedures are inplerrented individually for a person's specific problem(s) • 
Staterrent of the Problem 
Research findillgs to the present have illdicated the reSfQnsi ve 
and initiative dirrensions to be irrportant in the thera;;:eutic process in 
influencing positive outc::x:xre; yet, illvestigators of current therapeutic 
apprC3.ches have not discussed how these clirrensions might te integrated 
into their particular orientation. Therefore, a review of the Ii tera-
ture investigating enphasis on the responsive and initiative clinensions 
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in the rrajor theoretical approaches seerrs \1arranted. This procedure 
invoh'es superirrp::>sing CarJrJ'lUff's theoretical nodel, developed for 
facilitation of therapeutic outcorre, upon certain of the therapeutic 
approaches. 
Superi.r.posing Carkhuff's theoJ:Y on to certain therar:eutic orienta-
tions will augrrent the recent rroverrent tOtlard researching characteristics 
of effective cmIDseling in camron ,-lith various theories. Carkhuff and his 
folla·;ers have spent years researching variables \\nich have teen sha...n 
to l::e effective regardless of the therapeutic orientation. It nav seems 
reasonable and even necessaI'j', for the fonvard progression of psychology, 
counseling, and psychotherapy, that this inforr.ation l::e used within each 
of t.'1e t.'1erar:eutic approaches to augrrent each, and to provide rrore 
infonration as to canrronali ties of therapies which can contribute to 
successful outcome. 
rrhe aut.~or chose to superL~se Carkhuff's model on Gestalt 
therapy and Echavior therapy. These hoD approaches .... ;ere chosen l::ccause: 
1) carkhuff's r.alel was not derived from either approuc.~; 2) the tw:> 
therapies seem to differ greatly in their processes of practicing 
psyc.1x>therapy; and 3) the author was interested in further investigation 
of the en-phasis placed on t.~ese relationship variables by Gestalt and 
Echavior therapies. 
Plan of Presentation 
The presentation of the infonration relevant to this il1'Vestiga-
tion has l:een structured into four parts. The prese.l1t Cl~ap"Cer serves 
to introduce the reader to the responsive and ini tiati ve di.rrensions and 
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their importance in the therapeutic pro02SS. The second chapter includes 
a review of the expression of responsive and initiative dir.ensions in 
Gestalt therapy. The third chapter contains a revie:.v of the e~ression 
of resp:msi ve and ini tiati ve dir.ensions in Behavior therapy. The fourth 
chapter consists of conclusions and inplications drawn from the study. 
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Chapter 2 
Responsive and Initiative Diroensions 
in Gestalt Therapy 
The client-therapist relationship is the central process in 
Gestalt therapy. Therapists guide their client's attention and 
suggest \vays for them to get ITOre in touch ''lith therrselves; the 
therapist-client relationship being one of mutual respect and equa1i ty 
(Resnick, 1974, p. 115). The quality of the relationship, e. g., the 
change or ITOverrent that the client undergoes in the course of therapy, 
determines ~~ therapeutic results (Kempler, 1973). 
The rrajor contribution to the ITOverrent in therapy is the 
therapist's total person, including personal and professional skills 
(Kerrpler, 1972). Perls (1969) states, "We see the whole being of a 
person right in front of us, and this is because Gestalt therapy 
uses eyes and ears and the therapist stays absolutely in the nav. 
Gestalt therapy is l:eing in touch with the obvious" (p. 58). 
Fagan (1970) considers the genuineness of depth of the rela-
tionship inportant. She refers to this as hUffi3I1l1ess and states that 
hurranness includes a variety of invol verrents. These include: a) 
therapists' caring atout clients on a personal and errotional level, 
b) therapists' willingness to share and introduce personal errotional 
responses and experiences, c) therapists ' ability to recognize clients' 
strivings tavard deepened authenticity, and d) ther~')ists' continued 
openness to personal growth serving as rrodels for their clients (pp. 
100-101) . 
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Gestalt therapists are person/therapists who bring the full 
inpact of themselves into the therapeutic encmmter. 'Ihey must be 
willing to encmmter their clients directly, honestly, and 5po.'1tan-
eously in ther present. Because of this, the characteristics of Gestalt 
therapists are those of alive , active , exciting, and creative therapists 
\'Jho view therapy as a basis for change and e.'q)erience. Gestalt thera-
pists challenge their clients to relate and deal with them in ways 
that are progressively less IMIlipulative and rrore self-nourishing than 
the ways of relating that clients have previously been familiar with 
(Levin & Shepherd, 1974). 
'IWo basic assurrptions augrrent the developrrent of a relationship. 
The first is that only the present rrarent exists. The therapist attends 
to \'lhatever awareness the client has and to the awareness of the rela-
tionship as it evolves. 'Ihe second assurrption is that \"lhat the client 
says or does in the imrediate relationship with the therapist \vill be 
representative of actions outside the ti1erapeutic situations (Baumgardner 
& Perls, 1975). The proa:ss of interaction l:etvJeeIl "t.!'1e therapist and 
client is therefore a central and significant aspect of therapy. 
'Ihe responsive and initiative di.rrensions are embraced in the 
Gestalt therapeutic process. 'Ihe errphases, placed on errpathy, genuine-
ness, positive regard, concreteness, confrontation, self-disclosure, 
and .irmediacy, are discussed telow. 
Enpathy 
Gestalt therapists consider ew::?at.1-ty a crucial aspect of therapy. 
'Iberapists tecorre involved with clients I rreans of interactions in order 
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to exr::erience the essence of their clients' problerrs and difficulties. 
This understancling provides an atrrosphere for clients to change; 
beCXJIn.i.ng nore aware of their a.vn knOtlledge of how they can help them-
selves (Fagan, 1970). 
Fagan (1974) suggests that understanding the process of therapy 
involves extensive skill. Therapists must be able to accurately focus 
techniques in order for clients to experience strong errotion, resolve 
irrpasses, finish old business, and resolve polarities, resulting in a 
poM:rfully healing experience for clients. In addition, therapists 
must be able to listen clearly and openly to what clients are saying 
without irrposing their ovm wishes and expectations (Fagan, 1974). 
Perls (1969) stated that the integration of talking and listen-
ing is rare. Instead of l::eing e.cpathic and giving honest responses, 
nost people usually avoid involverrent by responcling with questions. 
Perls goes on to say that without honest rornm.mication, isolation and 
boredom result. IIe ronsiders listening to be a major aspect of therapy; 
to listen, to understand, and to be open are considered the sane. 
Gestalt therapists listen to rrany expressions of clients v-lhich 
represent cues to clients' total personalities and true needs. Language 
and verbal rressages are attended to for their content, quality, tone, 
appropriate affect, usage of pronoun tense, rretaphor, slips of the tongue, 
area of confusion, blankness, and others (Levin & Shepherd, 1974). 
Kempler (1973) ~xplains the Gestalt therapists' affirmation and 
expression of errpathy in the process of the client-therapist relationship 
invol verrent: 
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Havmg no need to attend to anythmg, the therapist's 
full attention goes to the patient's tmhappy process. 
He vlatches carefully as he '\tlOrks, al".,ays Irovmg to the 
particular process ,..,hich he telieW!s is tr.e largest 
obstacle. 0 0 \\hlle workmg at a process that he 
considers the crucial one, he uses all his personal 
and therapeutic skills to brmg the parts to a 
balanced, vis-a-vis, confrontation until the two new 
elerrents ITErge or disappear mto a ne,..., realization 
(po 268) 0 
Genuineness 
Perls (1969) telieved that therapists and clients toUC'l each 
other by bemg what they honestly are 0 The end pomt m therapy is 
reaD'1ed vlhen the therapist and client can each te themselves \-lhile 
r.ai.ntammg intirrate contact ",ith each other (Beisser, 1970). 
Beisser (1970) explams that change occurs ~imen people take 
til'e to te what they are no.v, and abandon concentration on wP.at they 
could teo Focusmg only on what one could l:ecorre avoids chanc:e, for 
change can only occur m current tehavioro 
Gestalt therapists encourage genuine and direct conmunication 
from their clients by revealing themselves as authentic and direct 
hurn::m remgs (Foulds, 1972; IIarrron, 1974; Resnick, 1974; Polster, 1966). 
Through this process, they serve as models for their clients (Boy lin , 
1975). Gestalt therapists are not actmg out certam behaviors 
solely for their client to see; rather they allO\" their clients to 
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observe them reing authentic. 
Gestalt therapists remain authentic in therapy by responding 
inten1ally, and being aware of their l:x:xlily responses and feelings; 
a:mcurrent with this, they exmmmicate those aspects of their irmer 
experiencing \vhich have a reasonable chance of facilitating therapy 
(Baumgardner & Perls, 1975). Clients can then try out these new ,'lays 
of relating honestly \-lith significant others in their lives. 
Genuiness is one of the rrost inportant qualities for Gestalt 
therapists to possess. Kerrpler (1967) states that therapists need to 
possess two main qualities in order to protect their clients; integrity 
and the aLility to ackna'lledge an error. The irrportance of genuineness 
in the client-therapist relationship is best expressed by Per Is, "I 
will be \'lith you, with Il¥ interest, my patience, my a.'1ger, oy caring. 
Lvlill be with you" (Ba'l.lITgardner & Perls, 1975, p. 27). 
Positive ~gard 
In Gestalt therapy, the basic vie", of healthy functioning for 
hurran beings is tenred organismic self-regulation. This is the natural 
tendency of an organism tOVlard gra·lt.h, the satisfaction of legitirrate 
needs (Carrrer & Rouzer, 1974; Perls, IIefferline, & Gcx::x:lrran, 1951; Perls, 
1960; Hamon, 1974). Belief in the self-regulation of individuals is 
actually a belief in the inherent ability of persons to knO'Il their a·m 
needs, ho.·, to go about satisfying them, and in what order (C:ll:':"er & 
Houzer, 1974). Therefore, a basic respect and trust in the capabilities 
of persons is inoo:qx>rated into t..~e t.~eor.l of C-estalt t11erapy. 
Perls vie\vs a person as an integration of organismic energies 
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rrobilized t.a.vards fulfilling particular needs. As exciter.ent ~'ls, 
nore of the person I s energies becorre potentially available, resulting 
in the person being a source of creativity (Perls, Hefferline, & GcxXlrran, 
1951). Therefore, healthy functioning is a readiness to trust in one I s 
a,..m self-regulating pov..ers, having the ability to be both creative, and 
to refuse anything of potential danger (carner & Rouzer, 1974). 
Gestalt therapists direct clients I awareness t:.cMard their 
organisms in order that clients will learn to respond to their a.vn 
self-regulatory mechanisrrs. By doing this, therapists rrobilize clients I 
intellectual, errotional, and sensorial nodes of experiencing, encouraging 
integration of their total persons (Hamon, 1974). 
The uniqueness of the individual as a creative self-regulator 
is highly valued in Gestalt therapy. Gestalt therapists ,'lant to 
facilitate clients I acceptance of their own creativeness, including 
their feeling at any given rroITErlt. This self-acceptance aids clients 
in taking responsibility for therrsel ves, and in discovering that they 
do fashion their a,..m existence (Baumgardner & Perls, 1975). 
Gestalt therapists give pennission to their clients to be who 
they are, while encouraging them to take risks and gain self-support. 
They communicate caring, nurturance, and confidence in clients (Levin 
& Shepherd, 1974). Gestalt therapists want their clients to consider 
them trusted friends (I..oe<.'l, Grayson, & Loew, 1975). 
lCenpler (1973) considers the deepest respect cormnmicated to 
clients to be ackncMledgerrent. He believes clients reveal themselves 
through therapists I ackncwledgeITEnt of their difficult situations. 
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Persons 1:ec::or.e split into v;hat they are and what they are 
expected to re. This splitting prcxiuces constant conflict for them. 
They want to re themselves; yet they think they should be what others 
expect of them (Kenpler, 1973). 
Ackno..;ledgerrent eliminates the approval-disapproval operation, 
and reintegration of clients occurs. The fmldarrEntal rrechanism in 
therapy, therefore, is the creation of a context in which clients 
can show themselves to another in order to discover what they ,.;ant and 
who they are. Effective therapists have previously restored ackno.vledge-
[lent of therIlselves in areas that correspond to areas where their clients 
need to exchange old disapprovals for ne\,l self-appreciations (Kerrpler, 1973). 
Ackno.·lledged by their therapists, clients are free to express 
their own essence and existence without fear of being judged or condermed 
(Hamon, 1975). Kenpler (1967) surrs expression of respect by therapists 
for their clients, "Face to face is the FOsture, head on is the dynamic 
farce, corrnitted is the attitude, and now is the tinE" (p. 169). 
Concreteness 
Gestalt therapy is reing in touch with the obvious. Therapists 
avoid abstract intellectualism, interpretations, or "talking about." 
They believe that clients express themselves not only through their 
verbal l:ehavior but also through their gestures, tone of voice, posture, 
facie 1 expression, and psyd101ogical language. Therefore, therapists 
attend to and corrmunicate aY-lareness of all of these concrete expressions 
(lIanron & Frey, 1974; Polster, 1966; Helson & Grcm:m, 1975; Perls, 1969). 
A\vareness rreans being in touch 'dith what one is doing, planning 
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and feeling. rbst acti vi ties in Gestalt therapy involve experirrents 
in directed a\,lareness (Hanron, 1974). 
Perls (1969) believed that everything is grmmded in awareness; 
mvareness being the only basis of knCMledge and cnmnunication. The 
highest levels on concreteness are expressed through Gestalt therapists' 
facilitation of clients' cnmnunication of discreet experiences and 
feelings. This direction helps clients :restore self-mvareness. As a 
result, client's possibilities for grCMth are increased; rrore of their 
persons are available for use (Banron, 1975). 
Both 'Verbal expressions and body ccmnunication are sources of 
many cues. The therapists' role is to clarify the clients' language 
and help the client ~~licate underlying feelings and needs. Therapists 
facili tate this lJ...I using their CMl1 awareness as to vmat messages are 
errcrging from the client. This functions to bring the process of the 
client to the surface (Levin & Shepherd, 1974). 
Polster (1966) indicates awareness to be necessary for recnvering 
liveliness, inventiveness, cnngruence, and cnurage. He states that until 
clients can accept their strong inner sensations and feelings, their 
expressions will ha.ve little effect. He refers to this non-acceptance 
of self as "reduced living," and believes it results from blocking 
internal self~~rience. 
There are many teChniques which Gestalt therapists use to 
encourage concrete expressions necessary for self-a\>lareness. These 
techniqoos are designed to decrease errotional distance from Vlhat is 
behaviorally or verbally expressed. Once enotional distance is reduced, 
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clients are nore able to experience feeling and sensations. This leads 
to better contact with clients and the rest of their v.urlds (Finney, 1972; 
Hamon, 1974). 
Techniques designed to increase concrete experiencing and self-
a\'lareness include: a) asking questions, such as "Vbat are you in touch 
with?", or "Are you aware of your hands right now?" (Levin & Shepherd, 
1974; llarrron, 1974), b) having clients substitute certain words for other 
nore direct ones, such as "I can't" is replaced by "I ",on't" or "I'm 
afraid of"; "if" and "but" are replaced by "and"; "I feel guilty" by 
"I resent"; "it" and "you" are changed to "I" (Foulds, 1972), c) not 
perrritting gossipping; persons are asked to talk directly to one 
another (Hanron, 1974; Foulds, 1972), d) having clients repeat phrases 
of inportance to them (Finney, 1972), e) encouraging clients to create 
a dialogue l:etween bvo conflicting parts within themselves (Ilanron, 
1974), f) exaggerating significant movements or mannerisms (Harmon, 1974), 
g) encouraging clients to make staterrents from their disguised questions 
(Boylin, 1975) and h) encouraging clients to l:e aware of and experience 
their feelings (Hamon, 1974). 
lIelson (1968) suggests that the concreteness of Gestalt therapy 
is one inportant reason for its success. Facilitative concreteness is 
integrated into Gestalt therapy; therapists using a variety of approad1es 
to pronote concrete self-awareness of their clients. 
Confrontation 
Gestalt therapists focus on fr.e IC'.anner in \·;hic.;' clie.'1ts blcck 
canrmmicating ",hat they actually feel or relieve. Therapists can 
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facilitate clients' a,vareness of how they are blocking by directing 
attention to what the client's b:x1y is doing, ,.mat the client's mind 
is doing, a."1d what is or is not going on in the imrediate client-
therapist interaction. Therapists may, for exarrple, point out that 
they perceive clients to re blocking overt expression of anger. 'D1et'"a-
pists t..~ focus attention on hCM clients are blocr-..ing anger from 
awareness and overt expression by focusing on clients' rrotoric rehavior. 
As a result, anger is lateled and identified as l:elonging to the 
clients thernsel ves • This identification makes a congruent expression 
of feeling possible (Kepner & Brian, 1970). 
Therapists also confront double rressages fran the client, e. g., 
part of the r-erson says "yes", yet rehaviorally expresses "no". Clients 
can then act out the conflict by playing both roles - - the part that 
says yes and the part that says no. Eac.~ part would ha\le a voice and the 
client could enter into a dialogue with these different voices. LVen-
tually the individual rroves from fragmentation of these tv;o parts 
ta-lard a,'lareness and integration of them (Resnick, 1974). 
Gestalt therapists might also point out inconsistencies in 
nonverbal rehaviors such as b:x1y posture, tone of voice, and so on, 
by saying such things as "Are you aware that, when you tell Ire every-
thing is okay, both your hands are made into fists?" (Hamon, 1975, 
p. 368). In addition, therapists confront their clients on ways ,.;hich 
they rraintain themselves internally and externally in self-defeating, 
self-negating attitudes and rehaviors (Levin & Shepherd, 1974). 
In order to facilitatively confront their clients, Gestalt 
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therapists must be ,-lilling to reveal themselves as authentic and direct 
hurran beings wTIO are self-confronting in all facets of their Ohlfl li \leS 
(Foulds, 1972). Because of this self-knCMledge, therapists are able to 
judge what is to be oonfronted by focusing on what is nost descriptive 
or crucial in the ongoing process (Xerrpler, 1973). 
Perls (1969) relieves that people ,vill only use their potential 
for self-support when they refrain from phoney rules, and IT'anipulation 
of their environrrent. Therapists' oonfrontation of these l:ehaviors 
in their clients is ~rati ve for change. 
Confrontation then, from t.'1e Gestalt viewpoint is an inportant part 
of the b'1erapeutic process. Clients can only reintegrate t.hemsel ves 
,-men they are confronted on their conflicting nonverbal and verbal 
tehaviors. 
Self-Disclosure 
G2stalt t.'1erapists share themselves with their clients by 
bringing ti1eir OhTI enotional responses and experiences into the rela-
tionship. 'Ihis sharing serves to facilitate the therar,:eutic process 
(Fagan, 1970). 
Kenpler (1973) says that clients free themselves fran the 
bondage created by blocked expression when they self-disclose both 
negative and positive experiences. Therapists and clients becorre rrore 
interested in one another when self-disclosure is reciprocated by both. 
Therefore, therapists must fully participate realizing that they are 
only one pole in the larger oontext of the therapeutic process (ICer.pler). 
Tnerapists serve as rrodels for their clients by rerraining open 
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and revealing their i.rnrrediate selves. It is this sensi ti ve revealing 
that pror.-otes rrental health. Therapists have the responsibility to 
live this instead of rrerely preaching it to their clients. Subsequently, 
the clients learn hCM to live with people honestly and with full personal 
expression (Y~ler, 1972). 
Jourard errphasizes the inportance of people disclosing them-
selves: 
If ,-.;e want to re loved, \..e must disclose ourselves. If 
"'~ ",!ant to love sorreone, he must pennit us to kncu him. 
This v~uld seem to l::e obvious. Yet IIDst of us spend a 
great part of our lives thinking up ,'lays to avoid 
l:ecoming kn~·Jn. • • 
In any case , . .;e need people, in families and out, who will 
taD~ freely enough to help one another explore for new 
understanding, new uays of living, new Tdays to love and 
grow. Self-disclosure is a ... ·,ay of sharing, a way of 
learning from each ot.,.'er (p. 3). 
l,lthough self-disclosure is rrentioned only a few tires in the 
literature of Gestalt therapy, it is encouraged when included. Self-
disclosure dces not seem to l:e a major errphasis of Gestalt therapists, 
yet it is OJrlsidered inportant by sane writers. 
ImrediaC'.1 
One of the IIDst inportant premises of C-estalt t..l-J.erapy is that, 
"nothing" eY..ists except the here and "no."" (Perls, 1969, p. 44). People 
are only ~tlare of \mat is happening in the present; when clients rerrember 
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or anticipate, they are doing so~. Perls said that the "past is 
no rrore" and the "future is not yet" (p. 44). ~mtever errerges in 
therapy becx:rces the present; this is reacted to in the imrediate inter-
action or process by tr~rapists (Thorne, 1974; l~elson & Groman, 1974). 
'Iherapists direct clients to l:e attentive to \vhat they are 
feeling, wanting or doing at any gi \len morrent. The goal of this 
direction is non-interrupted a\vareness for clients. The process of 
increasing a\'lareness enables clients to discover hCM they interrupt 
their a'Jl1 ftmctioning. AY.rareness and i.rmediacy becone tools for clients 
to uncover their needs and to discover ho..., they prevent thernsel ves 
from e;.~riencing these needs (Kepner & Brien, 1970; Haranjo, 1970; 
Harrron, 1975; Boylin, 1975; Perls, 1969). 
The context the counselor sets for clients I e..'q?loration is 
ah·:ays that of the here and na-l or the actual experience; t..~erapists 
frustrate any atterrpt of clients to avoid the here and no...,. On the 
internal level clients explore the actual experience of their state of 
confusion, errotions, anxiety, thinking processes, subvocal speaking to 
themselves, listening to themselves, their attitudes, pill-TJ.S and re-
sistances. On the external level, clients explore their speech, 
muscular activity, senses, breathing, lxx:lil y tensions, pain, headaches, 
syrrptoms, verbal expressions and voice quality, seA'Uali ty, personal 
habits, and projections of the internal onto external reality (Ranting 
& Frey, 1974, p. 181). 
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The client-therapist relationship is of utrrost irrportance for 
Gestalt t..'1erapists. The responsive dirrensions are expressed by Gestalt 
therapists in order to facilitate the therapeutic process. 
Errpathy is a crucial aspect of therapy in order for therapists 
to understand their clients' problerrs and difficulties. Genuineness 
is one of the rrost irrportant dirrensions for Gestalt therapists; success 
in therapy results \Vhen the therapist and client can each be ther:'sel ves 
v.hile rraintaining contact wit..'1 t..~e other. Positive regard is actually 
inherent in the theory of Gestalt; therapists believing in organismic 
self-regulation. Concreteness is an essential ingredient for prorroting 
self-awareness. 'Therapists' facilitation of clients I commmication of 
discreet e..~riences and feelings helps clients restore self-awareness. 
Confrontation and irnrediacy are the rrost inportant of the ini-
tiati ve clir.'ensions for Gestalt therapists. 'Iherapists confrOt."lt their 
clients to: a) help them focus on hO\., they bloc.."- conmunicating v:hat they 
feel or relieve, b) prorrote reintegration of polarities, c) increase 
a'.'lareness of inoonsistencies in nonverbal and verbal behaviors, and 
d) disoover \'lays in which they maintain t..'1emselves in self-defeating 
behaviors and attitudes. 
Imrrediacy is the essence of Gestalt therapy; nothing existing 
but t..~e here and now. 'l'l1e irrrrecliate rror:ent is the rrost irrportant focus 
of clients and therapists; a'ivareness presupposing irrrrediacy. 
Self-disclosure is the least errphasized of the initiative 
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dirrensions. IIa..ever, when illcluded ill the literature, self-disclosure 
is encouraged. 
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Chapter 3 
Responsive and Initiative Dimensions 
in Behavior Therapy 
The client-e1erapist relationship is considered irr.portant for 
successful therapeutic outcorre by many 1:ehavior therapists, \vith sone 
therapists disagreeing. Eysenck (1970) believes that the relationship 
is irrelevant for m:my treatrrent programs. He states that once t.~e 
client and therapist have constructed stirnulus hierarc."lies the rest 
of the trea"trrent is repetitive and rrechanical. Holland (1976) verified 
that in mmy cases the client does lack direct contact \vith the therapist 
in behavior rrodification. 
other prominent 1:ehavior therapists do consider the relationship 
to be irrportaIlt in 1:ehavior therapy. Goldfried and Davidson (1976) 
state that therapists frequently serve as rrodels for their clients. 
They believe therapists should TIEke ever.! effort to rrodel l::ehavior, 
attitudes, and enotions which will enhance the therapeutic proa=ss. 
Ibrse and \'vatson (1977) state that even though l::ehavior thera-
pists do not err.pilasize the relationship as much as other therapists, 
behavior therapy is a human interaction and the thera2ist' s attitude 
to.vard the client should 1:e "vlannly caring and nonjudgerre.,tal" (p. 284). 
They consider one of the reasons for failure in behavior therapy to l::e 
iITpraper management of the client-therapist relationship. 
There are three main reasons why warmth and concern are con-
sidered necessary in the client-therapist relationship. First I therapy 
cannot succeed if clients drop out of treatrrent l::ecause they perceive 
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their therapist as cold and indifferent. Second, \-1aJT.Tth and acceptance 
facilitate client self~sclosu:re. Third, caring and tmderstanding 
therapists will serve as nore potent reinforcers than those \.mo are 
cold and tminterested in their clients (Rinm & Masters, 1974). 
The personal influence of tilerapists is considered especially 
important for facilitating behavior change. Therapists can initiate 
change through their genuine concern for clients' \velfare, their ability 
to point out negative consequences, and their suggestions of alter-
native courses of action (Goldfried & Davidson, 1976). 
Behavior therapists believe the relationship is inportant for 
the purpose of executing therapeutic techniques nore successfully. 
Ho.vever, they do not believe that interactions and changes ~vithin 
the relationship necessarily generalize to clients' relationships with 
significant others. Rather, \'men a good relationship has l:een estaL-
lished, therapists will be nore persuasive, believable, and capable of 
effecting direct d1aI1ges in clients (O'leary and Hilson, 1975). 
O'Leary and Wilson (1975) consider empathy the nost important 
of the responsive di.rrensions for l:ehavior therapists to express ,-Ii thin 
the relationship. It is rrost helpful in developing rapport, establishing 
credence and persuasiveness, and establishing reinforcerrent po.\~r of 
therapists. 
Ullmann and Krasner (1975) lx:!lieve therapists actually control 
the behavior of their clients in IlEIly other ways. They accorcplish tlris 
control through errpathic reflections (Goldfried & Davidson, 1976), condi-
tioning tccimiques (UllIrenn & Krasner), and rrodeling {O' Leary & Hilson, 
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1975). To support their argurrent, they cite research (Sheehan, 1953; 
Graham, 1960; Rosenthal, 1955), indicating that personality attributes 
of benefited clients changed significantly in the direction of their 
therapists' personalities. Ha-Jever, it is noted that only clients \omo 
have benefited from therapy teoone rrore like their t.l-J.erapists. ~Jothing 
is said a1:out those clients "vilo did not benefit. In fact, Fbsent..'1al 
(1955) found t.~t clients vlho did not improve, becarre less like their 
therapists. 
Perhaps scxre factor ot.~r than therapists' control is involved. 
The clients apparently have choices of ".,nether they will beoorre I'X)re 
ID::e their t..1.erapists, and '-."hether they will benefit from t.~e thera-
peutic process. 
Gbldfried and Davidson (1976) espouse t.~at behavior therapists 
execute roth overt and subtle control vlithin the therapeutic relation-
ship. They state t.."la.t the G.l.oice of control varies as a function of 
t..'1e client. The therapist might overtly control a "subr:ci.ssive" client; 
hO'~Jever, a rrore subtle control is e...~erted wit.."-l a less submissive client. 
Although they oonsider themselves to be controlling their clients, 
t11e fact t..'1at serre clients are rrore submissive than others possible 
indicates those clients are choosing to go along ,vit.~ certain tedmiques 
or suggestions rrore readily. This does not necessarily require oontrol 
from therapists; it cUes, h~ver, require therapists to l:e aware of the 
probabilities or reactions to t11eir influence. 
'Ihe l'Jebster's Hew Lbrld Dictionary (1970) defines "cC1.'1trol" as 
e::-::ercising authority over, directing, or regulating. The client ,':ould, 
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therefore, have no decision or choice in the rratter if controlled by a 
therapist. Yet the client does have freedan to choose; e. g., whet..l-)er 
to remain in therapy or not. 
In addition, sane clients will react differently to a particular 
techniqu:: than others. Cro\ ... ne and Strickland (1961) fotmd that clients 
sooring high on social desirability or need for approval scale \-~re 
condition able in a verbal conditioning situation; those scoring low on 
this scale were not condi tionable. 
Ratf1.er than being oontrolled by therapists, it seerrs possible, 
then, that clients are being influenced through presentation of ns,'l 
infomation by their therapists. Breger and ~-1cGough (1967) believe 
that clients act in Hays necessary for them to achieve sone desired 
final event, rather than responding in a rrechanical sequence. They add 
that Tolman stressed t..~is concept as early as 1932, calling it "pur-
poseful behavior." 
Dustin and George (1973) disagree with behavior therapists who 
advocate counselors controlling and rranipulating client behavior. In 
"action b2havior counseling", clear choices for clients are ahTays 
ernphasized. Cotmselors see their job as arranging conditions that may 
help clients leanl ne\'l ways of coping \'li th problerrs. 
Action cotmseling is built on a two-\vay ccmnunication process 
which includes feelings of mutuality and trust. l·tutuality cares fran 
the actions of counselors and clients: only when clients experience 
a freedom of c..~oice docs mutuality e..xist (Dustin & George, 1973). 
Bandura (1969) said that behavior rrodification is probably 
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the rrost effective rreans of prorroting personal freedom and enotional 
growth 1::ecause of its efficacy in enhancing freedom of choice. vihen 
rnutuali ty and trust are experienced by clients, they can then 1::ecorre 
aware of their c..'1oices and opporttmi ties available to them. 
Lazarus (1976) believes that mutuality and trust in the client-
therapist relationship is crucial since inteIpersonal communication 
is a dorrinant h1.lITaI1 factor. He states that the carmunication of the 
t!1erapist and client consists of both overt and covert actions. A 
variety of rressages expressed through Vlords, nonverbal l:ehavior, and 
silence. The rranner in which therapists act and react to clients can 
contribute to or trtmcate facilitation of the therapeutic process. 
Lazarus (1976) see the relationship as rrore than a vehicle 
for behavior change. In fact, he considers it to be a crucial aspect 
of therapy since he relieves interpersonal commmication to l:e such a 
dominant il1.lITEn factor. Lazarus split from. the traditional Dehavior 
therapy rroverrent and developed his OVID tlultirrodal Behavior therapy 
which includes six rrodalities dealt \Vith in the therapeutic process; 
the relationship l::.eing one of these. lIe believes one reason many 
Behavior treabrent plans have had only limited success is the narra.., 
approach to hurran Lehavior taken by li'aIly Ilehavior therapists (Lazarus, 1976). 
Certain aspects of the responsive and ini tiati ve cli.rrensions 
are incorporated into the therapeutic process in behavior therapy. The 
enphasis placed on each is discussed re1ow. 
Errpathy 
O'Leary and \vilson (1975) state that empathy is the rrost 
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ir.tportant dirrension in the relationship, and is helpful in developing 
rapport and establishing the reinforcerrent pov.er of the therapist. It 
is considered especially irrportant during the initial phase of therapy; 
hov.ever, empathy is not sufficient to produce l::ehavior change. 
Goldfried and Davidson (1976) state that errpathic relection of 
the client I s feelings can serve as rreans of reinforcing their verbal 
behaviors. The client IS vemal l::ehaviors may give therapists sarrples 
of eleir current l::ehaviors which are manifested in other interpersonal 
areas of their lives. Tne therapists could then provide direct feed-
back to help their clients realize how their maladaptive behaviors 
manifest themselves. 
Goldstein (1973) said that an atrrosphere of trust needs to re 
established for effective therapy. He states that this is accor.plished 
when t.~erapists understand and accept their clients, work mutually with 
them, and exhibit a rreans to be of help in the direction desired by t.~em. 
lie telieves clients \vill feel understocxl when therapists take the attitude 
t..'lat their clients are unique and complex. 
Behavior counselors often begin the therapeutic process by 
listening carefully to their clients I problems. 'The counselors t.~en 
t:ry to understand and assess their clients I thoughts and feelings, 
seeing the.Tfi from their clients I points of vie ..... '. Folla-ling this, they 
corrmunicate this to the clients, and continously work at being ~'7are 
of \vhether they are perceiving tl-..eir clients I thoughts and feelin~ 
accurately (.t<rurnboltz & Thoresen, 1976). 
I lIo\·.~ver, rehavior counselors do rrore than listen enpathically , 
• 
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and clarify f€rCEptions. They must also help clients transfer their 
confusions and fears into reasonable goals, which clients are interested 
in achieving. This achieverrent helps clients resolve their problems 
by focusing on specific rehaviors in their present situation (Krurnboltz 
& TI!oresen, 1976). 
Dollard and rtiller (1968) explicate ho.., errpathy is used in the 
client-therapist relationship. 
If the patient refers to a pitiable situation, the 
therapist should as he silently repeats the patient's 
Vlords, feel a twinge of pity. Hhen the patient reports 
a situation \·mere rage if appropriate the therapist 
should feel the stirring of those rage responses. . • 
~'Jhen the therapist feels an errotional response along with 
conrran hu:rranJdnd but the patient apparently does not, the 
therapist is in possession of some important information, 
i. e., that the patient does not have appropriate errotions 
attaciled to his sentences (p. 31l). 
It is obvious that errpathy is considered to l:e of utrrost in'portance 
in the process of behavior therapy. lJhen therapists or counselors 
corrmunicate an understanding of their clients' feelings, they are also 
corrm.micating their interest in them (Dustin & C-corge, 1973). Lazarus 
(1977) states, "Thus, it is hoped that multirrodal behavioral procedures 
,;",ill attract non-nechanistic therapists \",ho are flexible, errpathic, 
and genuinely COl1cenled about the y;elfare of their clients" (p. 10). 
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Genuineness 
r-bst behavior therapists do not seem to enphasize genuineness 
in the therapeutic relationship. Many behavior therapists, ha..ever, 
consider themselves rrodels for their clients; appropriate d1aracter-
istics considered inportant for successful rrodels are therefore 
encouraged. In addition, the reinforcerrent value of the therapists 
is a very irrportant consideration. 
Ullrrann and Krasner (1975) suggest that accurate enpathy, ~Ilarrnth, 
and genuineness not l::e used as integrated aspects of the therapeutic 
relationship; rather they should be used contingently. Teodora Ayllon, 
at ]\nna State Hospital in Illinois, gives an exarrple of changing a 
person I s l::ehavior through conditioning where genuineness is actually 
discourased. Ayllon reports that a patient in the hospital would not 
eat. Therefore, he instructed a nurse to spill food on the patient 
during feeding, telling the patient that it was very difficult to feed 
another person (Eysenck, 1970). 
J.1any l::ehavior therapists, hCJl.\ever, are nore concerned ~li th their 
clients I perception of them. Goldstein (1975) l::elieves that opermess 
and trust with people facilitate positive outcome. Krumboltz and Potter 
(1973) have developed a l::ehavioral model to facilitate trust and cohesive-
ness in groups. They relieve that t.~is kind of abmsphere helps ITEIT'bers 
achieve their goals. 
Bandura (1969) l::elieves that l::eha'\"ior therapists are models for 
their clients. Behavior therapists should consider several variables 
which could foster their reinforcerrent value of therapists. Therefore, 
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successful ~~erapists will be attractive models for their clients. 
Attractiveness of therapists might include roing genuine, but 
one carmot conclude this. In fact, if therapists becorre too involved 
with acting as attractive agents of reinforcer.ent, exploitation of 
clients might :result. 
Carkhuff and Be:rensen (1975) WCL1'11 that l:ehavior therapists vIDO 
are overly concerned with establishing ther:selves as potent reinfora:rs 
might fail to relate \'7i th a personal and genuine caring and lIDderstanding 
attitude. They believe tins can create distance and e.."q?loi t closeness 
only for the potency in :reinforcerrent. 
Goldfried and Davidson (1976) discourage clie.'1t exploitation 
tIu:ough tileir er.phasis on colIDselors reing fran}: \·,iili ~~eir clients. 
In addition, they relieve that tllning and responsibility are tvlO 
im;::ortmt considerations \-men reing frank. CaryJ1Uff and Be:rensen 
(1976) , .. Duld concur that these are irportant considerations Vlhen overtly 
e.xp:ressing genuine responses to clients. They also consic.cr ,dth-
holding verbal expressions of reactions lIDtil the appropriate tine to 
be part of facili tati ve genuineness. 
3ehavior therapists, then, discuss the reinforccrrent value of 
therapists and "tL~ir attractiveness as rrodels in the revim·.ed litera-
ture, ra"tL'ler than elal:orating on genuineness of relating. Ho.·,Bver, a fey .. 
\vri ters do encourage frankness of cOlIDselors ,.,hen conrnlIDicating \'lith 
clients. 
Positive Regard 
'alerapist expression of positive regard ta.JarO. clients is 
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considered inportant for l:::ehavior therapists (Morse & Hatson, 1977; 
I~ltz & ~loresen# 1976; Lazarus, 1976; Dustin & George, 1973; 
Dollard & Miller, 1969; Rimn & Nasters, 1974). Bandura (1962) states 
ulat tilerapists' attentiveness and facial expressions are often responsi-
ble for changes that occur in the clients' rehavior. ~refore, 
although l:ehavior therapists strive for scientific objectivity, their 
attitude to\"ard their clients should l::e wannly caring and nanjudgerrental 
(I1orse & Hatson). ivJany beJ.lavior therapists, therefore, consider positive 
regard for their clients an integrated aspect of therapy. 
Goldstein (1973) indicates that behavior therapists Co not tend 
to rrake value judgerrents, and are lIDconditionally accepting of their 
clients. A t..."leory of hurran l:ehavior based on detenninism leads l:ehavior 
t.~erapists to believe tilat clients behave the ,yay they do l:ecause of 
"predeterr:1ineO. factors, genetic inheritance, and experience in life" 
(p. 221). Sone be.~avior therapists, then, are unconditionally accepting 
of their clients, \,nile ~"<Pressing a positive regard for thera. 
lio.-..ever, in sone cases, this positive regard or \'lannth is used 
contingently (Ullmann & Krasner, 1975). These behavior thera;?ists are 
actually using a type of positive reinforcerrent ratiler t.~an facilita-
tive positive regard. Clients are l::eing reinforced \.men behaving 
appropriately by the therapist reacting in a "varIn, positive llBIIDer. 
This is contrasted 'l,vith the responsive dirrension, positive regard. 
At minirruly facilitative levels therapists are aware that clients can 
act independently in a constructive w.anner; at maximally facilit.:ltive 
levels, therapists corrmunicate a very deep respect for the value of 
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eac..~ client, while being corrm:itted to the realization of their clients' 
human potentials (carkhuff, 1969, p. 181). 
Most behavior therapists do exhibit positive regard in the 
relationship. HCM2ver, these cotmselors who consider behavior to be 
controlled entirely by reinforcerrent procedures seem to 1:e using positive 
reinforcerrent in contrast to respecting the tmiqueness and carplexity 
of clients' independently constructive human potentials. 
Concreteness 
BePavior therapists specify a concrete approach to problem solving. 
A systematic analysis of clients' behaviors is inperative in successful 
behavior therapy. f.'bst aspects of the responsive dirrension, concrete-
ness are emphasized in behavior therapy hov.Bver as noted later in this 
section, one is ani tted. 
Clients usually carmot articulate a specific prohlem; therefore, 
rehavior therapists help pinpoint which behaviors need changing (Norse 
& \vatson, 1977). ':'lus process is congruent with facilitative concrete-
ness if this is acc:orrplished by hel!;)ing the client focus on specific 
feelings, e~riences, and events. HO"lever, when therapists make the 
final o.ecision about vlhich behaviors are rraladapti ve and need to be 
changed, as indicated by ~1orse and Hatson (1977), they are using a 
concrete approach, rather than concreteness as defined by carY-buff. 
Facilitative concreteness is encouraged for multimodal behavior 
therapists. They inquire about concrete and specific feelings, images, 
and thoughts that may be significant for the client (Lazarus, 1975). 
This aids the client in becaning rrore insightful and self-tmderstanding. 
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Ullr:Bnn and Krasner (1973) state that behavior therapists proceed 
in therapy answering three questions. 'I'hese include: a) ~fuich behaviors 
need to be increased or decreased? b) What are the contingencies which 
currently support the clients' behaviors? and c) t\'hich sJr.ills rray be 
taught to alter the clients' behaviors? Although this process involves 
a concrete approach to therapy, it is not representative of concreteness 
as defined by car}~~uff (1969). 
One fonn of facilitative concreteness expressed in behavior 
therapy is to enoourage limiting the client's discussion to personally 
relevant ooncern.s. Rir.rn and !lasters (1976) discourage client's story-
telling alxmt their past Ii ves because tlllS is seen as counterpra::1ucti ve 
to t.~e problem solving approac.l1 advocated. 
!!any aspects of facilitative concreteness are enoouraged in 
behavior therapy. B61avior therapists ask for specific details and 
specific instances \vhile focusing discussion on relevant concerns. How-
ever, one rrajor aspect of the responsive clirl'ension, concreteness, is not 
evident i11 the revie\'7ed literature conccrn.ing behavior therapy. 'I"nis 
includes tller~~ists' attempts to formulate reflections and interpreta-
tions with rlOre sp=cificity for the pw:pose of sharpening tlle clients' 
~diate experiences and reducing errotional remoteness from current 
feelings and eY.periencc (carkhuff, 1969). 
Confro11tation 
Behavior therapists seem to focus on counseling as teaching 
process for clients. Rather than oonfronting imrecliate discrepancies 
betv.een tehaviors, therapists might determine wIlen particular problem 
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l.::ehaviors occur and vlhat factors are maintaining them (Lazarus, 1976; 
Itimn & IJasters, 1974; O'Leary & Hilson, 1975; Ullm:mn & Krasner, 1975). 
Horse and \vatson (1977) state that l:ehavior therapists ITn.lSt help 
clients pinpoint exactly \vhich behaviors need changing, and t.vhich 
variables seem to l::e causing the behaviors to re c.~ged. They add 
that the nain goal for 1::ehavior therapists is to change particular 
l::ehaviors effectively, resulting in much greater control in therapy 
than dynamic or hl.lI1EI1istic approaches. 
I(rurpboltz and Thoresen (1976) give an exarrple which e}..-presses 
a teaching approach rather than direct confrontation. In this exanple, 
a person v.,no states she is lonely and yet taJ:es no initiative to go out 
I 
and rreet ot.~er::> is asked what she could do to rrake people want to have 
her around. F .Jllowing this, the therapist teaches her COl'lpetency in a 
J:::ehavior t.:hiJ.:;. she has the ability to excell in. This is a different 
<1pproach than 'JI1e in \vhich therapists confront clie.'1ts. In this case, 
t..hey might point out to the client that although she is lonely and 
e..'q)resses a desire to neet people, she is not 1::ehaving in a way wnich 
is congruent \'lith this; imrediate discrepancies Leing confronted. 
Krurrboltz and rl'horesen (1976) state that a person v.no continues 
to talk about m=aningless infornation rather than an imremate problem 
can 1::e confronted. They state, as their confrontive response·: "You 
seem to find difficulty in e}..'Pressing just what trouLles you. :'bst 
clients with t.ns difficulty have one of four problems. Let's see if 
one fits you" (p. 24). This staterrel'1t, ha.vev'er, seeI:lS to l.:e a didactic 
procedw:e, rather than corresponding to any of the categories of 
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confrontation (Carkhuff, 1969). 
~chenbaum (1977) alludes to confronting clients in his descrip-
tion of procedures' in which schizophrenics were taught to monitor their 
0Nn behavior and thinking. '!hey were trained to becarre sensitive to 
interpersonal signals of others that indicated they were emitting 
schizophrenic-type behaviors. Next, the therapists helped them becx:me 
aware of instances in which they were using syrcptanology to control 
sitmtions ",hen canmunicating with others. 
Althcugh this is a teaching process, there are also implications 
~':or tl:e;-rapif.ts I confrontations. These confrontations might consist of 
th9rapi5ts pJinting out discrepancies between how they experience their 
\ 
clien't:S' eah~vior (confusing, disoriented speech) and· their clients I 
verbal report of their ov,'l'l behavior (i. e., stating that they are It'aking 
sense) • 
Another possible instance of confrontation is expressed by Krum-
boltz and 'Ihoresen (1976). They state that, ~nen clients do not lmow 
their 0\\111 b?llaviors are inappropriate and \'men therapists are unable to 
dj.a~;-lOOe the difficulties, confrontation techniques may be useful. 
'lhey equate these techniques to those used in rrarathon groups where 
rrembers say exactly what they think to one another. Be.l'1avior therapists 
t:r-.en seem to be confronting clients, in serre cases. 
In stmnary, IrDst behavior therapists focus on teaching their 
clients techniques designed to change their unwanted bo...haviors rat.l1.er 
then confronting i.rmrediate discrepancies. Hcwever, a fe.i therapists 
do suggest, or allude to, confrontation as a supplerrental technique. 
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Self-Disclosure 
Self-disclosure is encouraged by many behavior therapists. Goldfried 
and Davidson (1976) said that therapists can use their awn life experienres 
to help facilitate their clients' behavior change by disclosing hOtI they 
changed their own thinking or behavior "vi th posi ti ve consequences. 
O'leary and Nilson (1975) state b'1at therapists should give feedback 
about ho"., they react to their clients in therapy. This enables clients 
to recoIIl:; nore aw"are of their characteristic \,lays of behaving in t..~rapy 
which sorretirres are similar to their outside behavior. 
Self4sclosure can also l:e used as a reinforcerrent procedure. 
Krasner (1967) refers to l:ehavior therapists as reinforceI'Ent machines. 
Goldstein (1972) states tl1at c01mselors facilitate the developrrent of 
appropriatel::ehaviors by systerratically reinforcing them. C01mselors' 
self-disclosing successful learning situations to their clients might 
l::.e seen as subtly reinforcing their clients' experir.entation of the sane 
situations. 
Bandura (1969) believes that an inportant function of therapists 
is role rrodeling for clients. IIe oontends that learning can l:e acquired 
through clients' observation of their therapists' behaviors. Therapists ' 
self-disclosure would therefore serve as modeling for future self-
disclosing l::.ehaviors in clients. 
Self-disclosure, then, is considered an inportant dirrension in 
therapy. Behavior therapists self-disclose to their clients: a) to re-
inforce clients' self-disclosures, b) to nodel self-disclosures for 
clients, and/or c) to aid clients in l:ecoming a,,,are of characteristic 
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ways of tehaving. 
Irmediacy 
The major focus of Behavior therapists tends to 1:e on current 
behavior and future actions. This is contrasted with facilitative 
imrediacy as defined by Carkhuff. 
Rimn and Ivlasters (1974) indicate t..~at therapists disrourage 
clients frara discussing past e.."q?erienres in order to enrourage current 
problem solving. O'Leary and ~vilson (1975) said t.~at the therapist 
seeks to ansI.'lE!r two :r.ain questions: 
a) \Jhat are the various psychological and 
environrrental factors that are currently 
rraintaining the problem l~havior (s)? 
b) ''Jhich tecimique or contJination of tec.J,.-
niques mig.."lt rrost effectively produre the 
desired therapeutic environrrent (p. 19)? 
Goldstein (1973) also indicates l:ehavior therapists' interest in 
current l::ehavior and future actions. He considers l:ehavior therapists 
to l:;e interested in 'it1hich current l::ehaviors are rraladapti ve and \,hat 
cirCUlTstanc:es elicit them. 
Behavior therapists inplenent tJlerapeutic strategies to change 
lU1wantec1 rel1aviors to those \vhich are rrore adaptive (Goldstein, 1973). 
The strategies ronsist of therapists dealing with current behaviors 
such as irmrediate reinforcing of desired l:ehaviors (Krasner, 1969; 
Goldstein, 1975; O'k!ar..I & '-Jilson, 1975). Ho\~ver, this proress is 
contrasted with i.nrrediaC\./ as defined by Carr-J"lUff (1969). 
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Behavior therapists reinforce those l:ehaviors whic..l-]. they consider 
to be beneficial for their clients. For exar:ple, men a client relates 
sucCEssful oorrmmicatio..'1 \..n.th a boss, the behavior therapist might 
respond with a smile or praise. carkhuff (1969), J:lO\~ver, defines 
.irrr.ecliacy as expressions from the therapist that relate the clients' 
cornnunications directly to the client-therapist relation&'1ip. For 
exarrple, when the client recalls successful commmication \-nth a boss, 
the therapist might say, "Perhaps you are also finding it easier to 
oonrnunicate and relate to Ire right now." 
There is one crucial difference between reinforcing irmediate 
behavior and imrediacy of relating. ~1hile the l:::.ehavior therapist is 
reinforcing a certain rehavior for the pw:pose of increasing that rehavior 
at a future tine, the therapist relating Vii th i..rmediacy is doing so for 
the purpose of focusing the client a\vay from talking a1:::out external 
events to expressing genuinely mat is occurring vlith t."1e client and 
the therapist in the irmEdiate encounter (caryl1uff, 1969; carYJlUff & 
Berenscn, 1977). 
Stm!lary 
rlany Behavior therapists consider the relationship very inportant 
in therapy. Therapists differ as to ,,-,hat t..'1e relationship is used for. 
These uses include: a) establishing reinforcerrent ~-Aer of therapists, 
b) executing therapeutic techniques rrore successfully, c) helping 
therapists tecorre nore persuasive, l:elievable, and capable of effecting 
direct change in clients, and d) establishing mutuality and trust. 
Incorporation of the responsive di.Irensions in Behavior therapy is 
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sorretvhat limited according to the literature reviet·.ed. Empathy is 
considered the rrost irrq;;ortant diJrension in the relationship. Empathy 
is enphasized for several reasons: a) to help therapists develop 
rapport \vith clients, b) to help establish the reinforcerrent pov.er of 
therapists, c) to establish an atnosphere of trust, d) to provide 
therapists with rrore infornation conceming their clients' problems, 
and e) to help therapists corrrnunicate interest in their clients. 
Genuineness is not, generally, emphasized in Behavior t.l)erapy; 
the reinforcement value and t.~erapists' attractiveness as rrodels 
1...x=ing rrore irrportant. Havever, a fe\·! \vriters do encourage therapists' 
frankness. 
Posi ti ve regard is considered very inportant l:.y rrost Behavior 
therapists. Yet, when wanrrth is used contingently by Behavior therapists 
using reinforcerrent procedures exclusively, a fo:rm of positive reinforce-
nent is l::eir!g executed in contrast to positive regard as defined by 
carkhuff. 
!bst aspects of the responsive dirrension, co.."1creteness, are inte-
grated in Behavior therapy: a) helping clients inquire atout concrete 
and specific feelings, and b) encouraging clients to lir:1it their 
discussion to personally relevent concerns. H0W9ver, one irrportant 
corrponent of concreteness, \';hich is not rrentioned in t.~e literature, is 
the therapist's fonrulation of reflections and interpretations with 
rrore specificity for the purpose of sharpening clients' irrrrEdiate 
experiences and reducing errotianal rerroteness fram current feelings 
and experience. 
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Self-disclosure is considered the most important of the initia-
tive d.irrensions (self4sciosure, confrontation, and i.rrn"!'ediacy) • 
T'nerapists self-disclose: a) to reinforce clients' self-disclosure, 
b} to rrodel self-disclosure for clients, and/or c} to aid clients in 
recoming aware of characteristic \vays of behaving. 
The responsive dirrension, ~diacy, is not encouraged. Rather, 
Behavior therapists enphasize: a} focus on current l:ehavior and future 
actions, and b} reinforcerrent of i.rrrrediate behaviors. 
Confrontation is alluded to or suggested as a supplerrental 
tec.'mique by serre Behavior therapists. However, nost therapists 
focus on didactic techniques to change behavior rather than confronting 
immediate discrepancies. 
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Olapter 4 
Conclusions and Irrplications 
Chapter 4 \vill provide conclusions and inplicatians of the study. 
The investigation has shawn enough data to establish the validity of the 
responsive dirrensions, and provide support for the initiative dirrensions 
as necessary ingredients for successful therapy. The irrportance 
placed on these dirrensions by Gestalt and Behavior t."'1erapies is 
discussed. 
Conclusions 
The basic problem encountered, when investigating the responsive 
and ini tiati ve dirrensions in Gestalt and Behavior therapy, \vas :i.nFosing 
the definitions of these cli.r.Emsions onto the tenninolog-j' of Behavior 
therapy. The :respOl'1sive and initiative dirrensions '-Jere originally 
develo~ from a client-centered fraIne\v'Ork (Ibgers, 1957; Rogers, 
Gencilin, Kiessler, & Truax, 1967). These dirrensions, along with their 
definitions and assulnptions, had to be extracted fran another conpletely 
different approach to behavior dlaIlge: that being Behavior therapy. 
1\11 interpretations are extracted by the author from info:r:r.-ation 
available in the literature reviev.B<1. This problem \vas not enoountered 
for Gestalt therapy recause the tenuinology for l:oth of the nodels 
was corrplerrentary. 
The tllerapeutic relationship is considered i.nlJOrtant for both 
Gestalt and rehavior therapies in the reViewed literature. Ibvever, 
Gestalt therapy places rrore enphasis on the relationship. 
In addition, tile client-ti1erapist relationship axists, in rrany 
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cases, for different reasons for each of the 'Ova theoretical approad1es. 
Therefore, althOUgl1 sore characteristics desired by therapists for 
themselves and their clients are similar for roth Gestalt and Behavior 
therapies, many differ for each of the orientations. 
Gestalt therapists consider the process of the relationship to be 
the essence of therapy. The client has the opporttmity to genuinely 
communicate with another human being, possibly doing this for the first 
t.irre. The therapeutic encounter, then, is an opporttmity for clients 
to experience less manipulative ways of communicating w~L~ others. 
Gestalt therapists believe persons have t..~e potential to satisfy their 
a,.;n needs; doing so foll~-ring a\vareness of how they are blocking 
further awareness and defeating themselves. Therapists consider people 
to be roth unique and creative. Therefore, therapy is a process of 
helping clients: a) increase self-a\vareness, b) e..."qX3rience novel 'Hays 
of relating \-lith anot..~r, and c) make their O\;Jl'l creative decisions for 
future actions. 
Hany Behavior therapists see L'"lerapy as pril':1arily a process 
consisting of therapists' r:odeling, reinforcing, and teaching clients 
nevi ways of behavior, and secondarily, helping clients: a) becone 
aHare of hay their rraladapti ve be.lJavior manifests itself, b) experience 
new'I,Jays of coping with probler.1S, and c) reCClr."E rrore aware of their 
choices and opportunities. fbst Behavior therapists believe t..'e client-
therapist relationship to l:;e necessar./ for increasing their reinforcerrent 
power in this process. Therapists seem to use the relationship to 
prorrote desired effects in their clients' behaviors. 
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Teclmi~s for Gestalt therapists, then, are used to aid clients 
in C)r,rr,unicating rrore autr.enically in the imrediate relationship. 
IIo-wever, the execution of techniqu=s for the Behavior therapist is 
the r.:ajor focus of therapy. 
Fnother intJOrtant differenCE l;en.reen the b-x:> tr.erapies is seen 
in t..'1eir differing vie\'lS conCErning generalization of t..'1e effects of 
relationship variables. I1any I3ehavior therapists do not believe t..'1.at 
interactions and changes wit'1in tile relationship necessarily generalize 
to clients' relationships wi t..'1 significant others. P.a:b.'1er, t..'1e good 
relationship enables the therapist to l:e rrore persuasive in t'1e 
imrediate relationship ,·Ii th the client.!' ... verj basic assur.ption of 
Gestalt t..'1erapy states that "¥hat clients say or do in the relationship 
,;i t..'1 ti1eir b.'1erapist ,viII l:e representative of actions outside the 
therapeutic situation. This is a rrajor reason for the relationship 
J::eing such a central and significant part of Gestalt counseling. 
Failure in therapy is another issue r.entioned in the revieHing 
literature by oob.'1 Gestalt and Behavior therapists. One reason 
for failure in I3ehavior t..'1erClL:ly is improper Il'anager.ent of the client-
thera,?ist relationship by the therapist. This vie\'! seer'lS to place 
res?Dr~ibility on t..'1erapists to manipulate relations!rip variables to 
b'1e extent that b'1ey produce adequate and successful ~haviors in their 
clients. TIllS is different from Gestalt therapists vIDO sir.ply consicer 
the end. point in therapy to be reac...'1ed ,-men b'1e therapist and client 
can each J::e themselves while maintaining intir.ate contact with one 
anot11er. 
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r 1any Behavior therapists also relieve they control the behavior 
of their clients in both subtle and overt "",ays. Gestalt therapists 
challenge their clients to relate and deal with them in ways that are 
progressively less manipulative and rrore self-nourishing. Therefore, 
v.hile Behavior therapists seem to value a manipulative process in 
therapy for producing change in their clients' behaviors, Gestalt 
therapists are trying to lIOve from present rnanipulati ve ftmctioning 
in clients to interactions v.hich are P.Ore direct, honest, and spontaneous. 
!\. fe\"1 counselors in Behavior therapy, hmvever, have branched fran 
the tram tional l:ehavioral approaches. They have developed their aVl1 
orientation "ruch includes many behavioral principles, along with 
other variables or dimensions also considered necessary for therapeutic 
outcorre. These therapists seem to view the relationship as mre than 
a vehicle; rather they tend to see the relationship as an irrportant 
factor in nost aspects of human functioning (Dustin & George, 1973; 
Lazarus, 1976). These approaches then \'.Duld tend to bridge sone of the 
gap !:et\·;ee.'1 errphasis placed on the relationship by Behavior and Gestalt 
therapists. 
RespOJ."1si ve and ini tiati ve dinensions are enphasized by each 
orientation. The tv..o therapeutic approac.'Les vlill be conpared and 
contrasted on dirrensions they consider irrportant. 
Errpathy is considered irrportant by both therapies. Gestal t 
therapists consider errpathy irrportant for the purpose of gaining 
nore understanding of ... mat clients are aware of, and how they are 
defeating themselves. Behavior therapists are also errpathic in order 
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to understand their clients and to cormrunicate t..~eir interest in them. 
HOv7evcr, l3ehavior therapists differ from C-estal t t"1erapists in their 
use of enpathy ::or the purpose of positively reinforcing clients. In 
addition, self-disclosure is used as a posi ti ve reinforcer by Eehavior 
t.~erapists; Gestalt therapist self-disclosing si.!-:ply to share E-'ersonal 
experiences with clients. 
Path Gestalt and Behavior therapies empa.."1size the respansi ve 
clirrension, concreteness; Behavior therapists encouraging rrost oor.!XJ-
nents of exmcreteness. The aspect of concreteness \·.hich is not 
encouraged by Behavior therapists in the revie1r.ed literature involves 
facilitation of specific feelings and experiences of clients for the 
purpose of reducing enotional distance. HDV.Bver, C-estalt therapists 
consider this oorrponent of concreteness to l::e of utrrost inportance 
because it enoourages self-a\vareness. 
Behavior therapists \-Jho integrate positive regard in t.."I1erapy 
consider their clients to l:e unique and independently constructive 
persons, this l:eing comparable with the deep respect encouraged by 
Gestal t therapists. In sone instances though, clients of Behavior 
therapists are viev.Bd as reacting to their thcrapist IS ey.ecution 
of potent reinforcerrent procedures; this approach minli,'.i.zes clients l 
independently oonstructive capabilities. 
Gestalt and Behavior t.."1crapies can l:e contrasted for ti1e signifi-
cance they each place on confrontation. Gestal t therapists confront 
clients to increase self-a\1areness. HO\'Jever, Behavior therapists 
are r:ore interested in a didactic approach ,",here clients ",ould he 
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taught rrore effccti ve \<lays of acting. 
These bvo processes seen to allude to different views of human 
potential: Gestalt counselors seeing the person as capable of acting 
in a self-enhancing ""lay as a result of greater self-a\'lareness, while 
Behavior counselors see the person as needing to be taught these self-
enhancing ways of behaving before their clients are able to emit them. 
One irrp::>rtant finding from the literature revie~d is that t.'1e 
noD dinensions, genuineness and imrediacy, considered rrost irrportant 
for Gestalt therapists, do not seem to be errphasized in the literature 
by Behavior therapists. This further explicates the differences in 
the twD therapeutic approaches i Gestalt therapy being concerned \.Ji th 
i.mrediacy and genuineness of relating, \vllile Behavior therapy is 
interested in rrodeling appropriate behaviors and in using techniques 
available for changing behaviors. 
In addition to the Irany differences of the tHO approaches, there 
are cormonalities arrong them. Both therapeutic procedures are concerned 
wit...~ understanding their clients' w'Orld, and roth present the opportunity 
for their clients to change aspects of their life \'lhich they are 
presently unhappy with. 
Irrplications 
Several ir.plications can be dra\VI1 fran the conclusions derived. 
TI->.e differing significance placed on various aspects and c1iIrensions 
in the relationship might have inportont inplications for clients 
being counseled by therapists \.,i thin each of the therapeutic rrodels. 
T'nerapists serve as rrodels for their clients, therefore clients in 
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each of the approaches possibly differ in viev1pOints of behaviors 
necessary for effective living succeeding their counseling experience. 
People receiving counseling in toth (',estal t and Behavior therapies 
will probably have nore effective listening skills because of the rrcdel-
ing effect of having others listen to them. If the private worlds of 
clients are understocrl by their therapists, and clients perceive this, 
t..'1ey possibly acknO\vledge themselves with a more understanding attitude. 
This might then be generalized to significant others in their lives i 
perhaps praroting greater understa'1ding am::mg frore people. 
Clients fr0r.1 both therapies rnight tend to self-disclose ITore 
often, especially clients of Behavior therapists. Therefore, clicmts 
,,,Till probably have r:ore effective corrmunication skills l:etween ther.-\-
selves anci significant ot..'1ers in their lives. 
Clients vlill also have ex-perienced ITodeling of efficacious 
coping l:ehaviors by bot.~ Gestalt and Behavior theri\.T)ists. They might, 
in turn, serve as rrcdels for significant others in tl:eir lives; resulting 
in r:ore effectively coping indivic.uals in society. 
Clients who have been counselee. by r,estalt thera?ists will have 
e:: ..... perienced aut.'1entic rceans of corrmunicating. relating genuinely to 
others v;ill augrrcnt successful coping skills, resulting in people \'1ho 
relate effectively in an honest, direct m:mner. People who have had 
behavior counselors might have proble!'1S in relating genuinely "Tith 
others if genuineness is ignored in therapy to the m:tent that it tends 
to l::e disregarded by many Eehavior therapists in t.'1e literature. 
Those counselors \;rho discourage or minimize the value of genuineness 
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of relating might not be relating honestly with their clients. This 
certainly would not augr.-ent the client's honest oorrrntmications wit..'1 
significant others and might even prorrote a dishonest manipulative 
situation, such as Ayllon took at Anna State Hospital. An ingenuine 
atJProach by therapists \'lOuld seem to negate any e.."q)ression of respect 
for their clients. Clients could not knO\" if this canrmmication of 
respect is a genuine one. 
SOllE Behavior therapists do encourage honest COl11TIUI1ication 
l::eti·;een counselors and their clients. Their clients then have the 
opportunity to relate to another in an honest and. direct manner, 
tlllS possiLly generalizing to others. 
Self-responsibili ty is another issue to consider. Those feyl 
Behavior ti1erapists \·,ho have TI'ade decisions for their clients, teing 
direc.ti ve, might encourage their clients to l:ecorre dependent ur.)on them 
for decisions they are capable of making tl1eTI'sel ves . Clients r.ught 
also tend to depend on ot.'I-].ers in their \·;orld for making major decisions. 
Ib·;ever, TIDst Behavior therC3?ists do cnoourase decision~:ing 
by clients, t.'1eir l7la.jor er:phasis ~ing to teach clients behaviors 
necessarJ to ad1ieve goals set by clients. Clients l:eing ooul'1seled 0.1 
these Behavior therapists v-lill tend to take responsibility for 
decision-waking in other areas of their lives. 
Gestalt therapists also encourage clients to ta~e responsibility 
for Inaking their <J;·m decisions. Individual clients alone are rcsponsi-
ble for deterrrining which behaviors to c'1ange. It seerns reasonable 
that clients who are encouraged to rraJ.~e their ovm decisions are IjJ~ely 
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to act as Ilore creative illdi viduals ill society t.~an those \.Jhose 
decisions are beillg made for them. 
One final comparison of the therapeutic approaches involves 
therapists' FOsitive regard for clients. Clients of the Gestalt 
and most Behavior therapists \vill probably have experienced deep 
respect from their therapists as unique , creative illdi viduals Hho can 
act illdependentl y in a constructive manner. These clients \vill tend 
to cOIlTilllI1icate this sarre respect to significant others in their lives. 
I!owever, clients of the Behavior therapists using warr:rt:h and con-
cern only contillgentl Y to reinforce desired behaviors, might not 
exhibit a basic respect for others. Tnis \·;ould especially be true for 
clients of those therapists who are continuously concerned \'lith estab-
lishing themselves as potent reillforcers; t.l1erefore, failing to relate 
""lith a rersonal and genuine caring attitude (CarJr.huff, 1975). Studies 
haVe reported misuses of behavior therapy v.hen therapists lacked basic 
respect for other human beillgs (Hinett, 1974; Hunt, 1974; f:litCL'1ell, 1973; 
l~s, 1975; Holland, 1976). 
Both Gestalt and Behavior therapies can be used constructi vel y 
and destructively. Hm\~ver, it seems that the rrore errphasis placed by 
each on the initiative and responsi va clirl1ensions, the less clients 
\vill be exploited. This will result because expression and illtegration 
of these dirrensions ",,,ithill the therapeutic process is incongruent Hith 
e;~loi tation of individuals. 
Presently Gestalt b'1erapists e~~asize t.~ese ~~sions to a 
much greater extent than Behavior therapists. In addition, the writings 
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of C-estalt therapists seem to corrplerent and auryrent one anob'er. 
The writings of l::.ehavior therapists, however, differ resulting in 
therapists conflicting \-:ib'l. each other as to the irrportance of particular 
aspects of the relationship. It seems tl1at the tenn "Behavior b,erapy" 
is being applied to a variety of b,erap,mtic approaches. Cognitive 
l:;ehavior therapists (Landura, 1902; Goldfried & Davidson, 1976; r,'eichcn-
baum, 1977) seem to place ID:re errphasis on the relationship variables 
than the !TOre non-rognitive approaches (Goldstein, 1973; Dollard & 
I-Iiller, 1969; Eysenck, 1970). 'Ihose therapists w..10 have brat.,ched off 
from Behavior t.l-Ierapy (Lazarus, 1977; Dustin & (',eroge, 1973) seem to 
place even IDre ll'tJOrtance on the relationship as an inteqrati ve aspect 
of U1C therafCutic process. 
'Ihe author concurs with previous evidence t11at t!1e responsive 
and initiative d~:ensions are ncC8ssary L~greQients for successful 
therapy. 7his does not preclude other influences on Li.erapeutic out-
corle, "et it does delineate the author's bias. ... ' 
Inclusion of relationship variaLles contributing to outcorre is 
consiccred irr-:i?Ortmt for all therapeutic approaches. P21ations~li? 
varidJles have only recently been stressed l:Jy a rrajority of re...'1avior 
therc3[.)ists. jjo\-.ever, sorre dir;ensions of the client-therapist relation-
ship are to-date not elaborated U',tXJI1. If relation&~ip variables are 
being overlooked in the literature by Behavior therapists, students of 
Lehavior therapy are possibly not receiving an errphasis of these 
variables in tl1eir training. 
Previous literature (car};:.'uff, 1977, 1969; Egan, 1975) has indi-
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cated that these responsive cllirensions are not inherent in potential 
counselors; rat..~er, execution of these dirrensions requires training 
and practice. Behavior t..'Lerapists \'1ho have not been trained to incor-
poratc tllese dir.Ensions in the therapeutic process rrQght not tend 
to facilitate expression of these by their clients to the ehtent that 
trained t..~erapists do. This viould tend to te true initially and 
posssilily even later. Facilitative therapists i'lould l:e required to 
train thcmsel ves • 
It is very possible, and in fact probable, that Behavior therapists 
have been taught facilitative relationship skills, vmic.'l have not been 
errphasized in the literature reviewed. Carrr:n.mication of these s}:ills 
via l:ooks and journals could certainly rrake available Eore knowledge to 
naive or beginning therapists, and in addition, this ooranunication would 
contribute to a deeper uncerstanding awong ti1e different tllcrapeutic 
approad1es. 
C--estalt therapists bring their i":hole person into therapy, inte-
grating the responsi Vt:; and ini tiati ve clirrensions into their therapeutic 
processes. Clients counseled b.! these therapists vIiI I tend to beccrre 
unique , creative , productive, and conceD1cd ITCr.--bers of societ;,'. 'I'hese 
clients will Fossibly influence rrany rreI!'rers of society in a positive, 
constructive manner, resulting in a nore productive and nore creative 
place to exist. 
Several IDt"llications for future research are considered. :Research-
ers llave not oomparcd t..'Le facilitative levels of ti1erapists fror different 
theoretical orientations. This needs to l:e accomplished, perhaps by 
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taking sessions and having experienced raters assess the therapists' 
levels of functioning in all of the dirrensions. A <x>rrparison of 
certain c:lirrensians or patterns of di.rrensions errphasized by the different 
therapies <x>uld 1:e made. Next, programs in \.mich therapists are trained 
to successfully <x>rrnunicate facilitative skills in ~1i~~ they are pre-
sently deficient, should be inplerrented. 
Future research should also include investigation of other skills 
t,'lhich may facilitate therar:eutic outcorre. These researchers might 
investigate nonverbal skills ~1ich may contribute to successful therapy. 
Perhaps a scale for nonverbal facilitative dimensions could be devised. 
lmother project might include investigating the facilitative 
functioning level of people \vho have been clients of therapists from 
particular therapeutic approac.~es. A conparison of clients cotmseled 
by therapists from these different approaches a:mld l:e made. 
There are several rrethoc1s one could take to contribute to the 
knowledge of successful psychotherapy. It is irrportant that the need 
is recognized; it is nore pertinent that vJe act U}:XJn that need. 
Highly facilitative therapists can influence clients in a constructive 
manner; low-functioning therapists can negatively influence clients. 
one r.rust nake a choice between: encouraging creative, innovative, 
constructi ve behaving individuals or supporting cenfonni ty, dependency, 
and even possilile negative influence on human interactions. 
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